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It was the war that changed everything, and yet itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s been mostly forgotten: in 1935, Italy

invaded Ethiopia. It dominated newspaper headlines and newsreels. It inspired mass marches in

Harlem, a play on Broadway, and independence movements in Africa. As the British Navy sailed

into the Mediterranean for a white-knuckle showdown with Italian ships, riots broke out in major

cities all over the United States.Italian planes dropped poison gas on Ethiopian troops, bombed Red

Cross hospitals, and committed atrocities that were never deemed worthy of a war crimes tribunal.

But unlike the many other depressing tales of Africa that crowd book shelves, this is a gripping

thriller, a rousing tale of real-life heroism in which the Ethiopians come back from near destruction

and win.Tunnelling through archive records, tracking down survivors still alive today, and

uncovering never-before-seen photos, Jeff Pearce recreates a remarkable era and reveals

astonishing new findings. He shows how the British Foreign Office abandoned the Ethiopians to

their fate, while Franklin Roosevelt had an ambitious peace plan that could have changed the

course of world history&#151;had Chamberlain not blocked him with his policy on Ethiopia. And

Pearce shows how modern propaganda techniques, the post-war African world, and modern peace

movements all were influenced by this crucial conflict&#151;a war in Africa that truly changed the

world.Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade imprint, are proud to publish a broad range of

books for readers interested in history--books about World War II, the Third Reich, Hitler and his

henchmen, the JFK assassination, conspiracies, the American Civil War, the American Revolution,

gladiators, Vikings, ancient Rome, medieval times, the old West, and much more. While not every

title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to

books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise

find a home.
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Mr. Pearce at long last provides an overdue narrative about Mussolini's expansionism in the Horn of

Africa. The reader will thoroughly enjoy meeting Pearce's host of colorful characters. Few today

truly appreciate the atrocity that was Mussolini's use of mustard gas, a wholly criminal act used to

force battle. Pearce's story exposes the world powers' intentional blindness to what happened in

Ethiopia, and illustrates how the tendency to look the other way permeated through the ages.

Happily, this is also a great underdog story, and Pearce manages to portray how the Ethiopians

prevailed against all odds. Mussolini apologists will surely come out of the woodwork to diminish this

well-told story. Pearce's book belongs on the shelf of every WWII enthusiasts, as it provides the

missing prologue to the war that would unravel the whole world.

Very good book if you love Ethiopia. The noble Ethiopian resistance kept the Italians on the main

roads. The Italian Army dared not go into the rural areas for fear of being ambushed. This is a very

good book to make applications to other nations where tyrant militaries are threatening to invade

their own nation. This book also shows the zeal of Emperor Heile Salassia and the way Europe and

America threw Ethiopia under the bus.

Great history about a little known area of the world. It really opened my eyes to how complex the

history and people of Ethiopia are.

Extremely well documented and easily readable a very unknown story of the inter-war period. I was

impressed by his knowledge and his ability to make this somewhat dry period come to life.

It's a fascinating story of events in history that I knew very little about. Hardly surprising - the way in



which the whole business of the brutal Italian invasion and occupation of Ethiopia was swept under

the carpet by the Allies means that very few people have heard about it in any detail.Pearce has

done an excellent job in piecing together a coherent account of these times from what must have

been extremely fragmentary sources, and putting it into a readable form.This is not a book that will

have universal appeal, given the somewhat specialist subject, but for those interested in the byways

of history, it is a highly interesting account of a neglected topic.

Regardless of the cruelty of Mussolini's army, Ethiopians won the war.What a wonderful people they

are.Even after the war, many Italians stayed in Ethiopia and married Ethiopians. Many are there

today,and raise their children about this wonderful culture and people.

Excellent service. I can recommend vendor to my friends.

Very goid regarding the collection of the historical facts.Balanced analysis.
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